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Dansk resume
Dette spe iale skulle oprindelige have handlet om temperaturprogrammeret
desorption af CO fra pseudomorsk kobolt på Cu(111).

Desværre gav disse

forsøg ikke nogen brugbare resultater, og forsøgene blev afbrudt. I stedet blev
spe ialet drejet imod overadetilstande og elektroniske strukturer i systemer
tæt beslægtet med dem, som ellers skulle have været undersøgt.
Emnet i denne rapport er derfor endt med at være elektroniske strukturer
i overlagssystemer. De systemer der refereres til er overlag af kobolt og sølv
på en Cu(111)-krystal.

Disse overlag har nogle karakteristiske træk ved på-

dampning på Cu(111). Koboltatomerne lægger sig i to atomlag tykke øer, som
har overvejende trekantede udformninger.

Det samler sig omkring de atom-

are trin på krystaloveraden først, og begynder derefter at samle sig til øer
på terrasserne.

Sølv dampet på en Co/Cu(111)-prøve vil først lægge sig på

toppen af koboltøerne, og sprede sig ud derfra i et enkelt atomlag. Først ved
højere dækningsgrader begynder kobolt at danne højere øer, begyndende med
et tredje lag på de eksisterende øer.
Ud over de oprindeligt planlagte TPD-forsøg, endte spe ialet med også at
inkludere en række forsøg, som blev udført ved ASTRID i Århus.

ASTRID

er en lagerring, som benyttes til at generere intens stråling med høje fotonenergier. Den benyttede beamline leverede stråling i UV-området med fotonen-

130eV. De målinger der
fotonenergier på 23eV og 32eV.

ergier fra
med

12

til

beskrives her er fortrinsvist foretaget

Forsøgene drejede sig primært om overadetilstandene, som er elektronbølger som er lokaliserede ved overaden.

Disse bølger har egenskaber som

en næsten-fri elektrongas begrænset til overaden.

Ved at benytte vinkelo-

pløst fotoelektronspektroskopi blev disse tilstande undersøgt eksperimentelt
og forsøgt modi eret med variation af de pådampede mængder.
En række forsøg blev udført, og overadetilstandene blev ttede med parabler hvor det var muligt. Ved at sammenligne parametrene for disse parabler,
bindingsenergien i bunden

E0

og den eektive masse

χ,

viste der sig nogle

regelmæssigheder.
For Ag/Cu(111)-preparationer var der et skift i energiniveauerne for Agtilstande, afhængigt af den pådampede mængde sølv. Ved tiltagende mængder
sølv yttede Ag-overadetilstanden tættere på Ferminiveauet. Lignende resultater sås for Ag/Co/Cu(111)-preparationer, hvor sølvtilstandene blev forskudt

v

vi

mod Ferminiveauet når mængden af underliggende kobolt blev forøget. Denne
forskydning var dog ikke at se i kobber-tilstandene.

Disse forholdte sig ved

samme energier og eektive masser i alle præparationer, og blev ikke forskudt
af tilstædeværelsen af hverken Ag eller Co overlag.
Under forsøgene kunne de eksakte dækningsgrader ikke bestemmes, og
nogle af disse er derfor blevet bestemt senere, ved at sammenligne måledataene
med forskellige referen er. De individuelle d-bånd er blevet ttet, og arealerne
under dem er blevet brugt til at nde de sidste deponeringsrater og dækninggrader.
Oprindeligt var emnet begrænset til kemiske egenskaber af overader, og
disse er gennemgået teoretisk. Kemiske bindinger ved overader er et resultat
af overlappende orbitaler, og det kan derfor være nyttigt at kende de elektroniske egenskaber af de involverede komponenter. Den gennemgående teori
for bindinger tager udgangspunkt i simple diatomige molekyler, hvor bindingen beskrives ved en enkelt elektron.

Det vises at når atomernes orbitaler

overlapper hinanden, nder der en opsplitning sted, som resulterer i to nye
orbitaler.
Den samme mekanisme benyttes til at beskrive hvordan atomer bindes til
en overade. Når atomets orbitaler overlapper med valensbåndene i overaden,
vil der opstå en opsplitning som før. Den samme form for opsplitning nder
sted i selve overaden, hvor overlappende mellem atomerne breder orbitalerne
ud til bånd indeholdende et kontinuum af tilstande (se gur 6.2 på side 45).
Sådanne kontinuerte bånd kan ikke altid beregnes på helt samme måde som det
var muligt for diatomige molekyler, og derfor introdu eres Newns-Andersonmodellen.
Endeligt gennemgås de udførte TPD-forsøg. Forsøgsopstillingen gennemgås,
og prin ipperne bag TPD forklares. De opnåede data fremvises og forklares,
og det diskuteres hvilke problemer der har været med opstillingen.

Foreword
This report is the written presentation of some of the experimental work I have
arried out during the last two semesters of my physi s programme at Aalborg
University. I have written many longer reports before, but all of them have
taken only a single semester, and most of them were written as group proje ts.
Sin e this is the last work I will do before nishing my edu ation, I

hose to

spend two semesters on it.
This was partly due to a wish to delve deeper into a subje t than is possible
during a single semester, and partly be ause previous experien es have shown,
that experimentally oriented proje ts tend to be time

onsuming.

This report was It was originally intended that this proje t should be foussed on temperature programmed desorption of CO from various overlayer
systems, but after some time and many experimental attempts it be ame obvious that these experiment would not bear fruit. Fortunately I was oered an
opportunity to join my advisor, Asso iate Professor Lars Diekhöner, during
a stay at the ASTRID storage ring at Århus University.

While the experi-

ments there were of a dierent nature, the new series of experiments did bring
additional knowledge into the proje t regarding the ele troni
sponsible for

hemi al bonding, the original primary topi

stru tures re-

of study.

Many thanks to my advisor, Asso iate Professor Lars Diekhöner, for his
help and guidan e in experimental te hnique, theoreti al questions and for
bringing me along during his stay at ASTRID.
Professor Emeritus Jens Onsgaard has provided additional guidan e regarding the theory used to nd

overages and deposition rates, as well as been

one of the primary parti ipants during the stay at ASTRID. I would also like
to thank PhD student Mehdi Araz for his assistan e in the laboratory.
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Chapter 1
Introdu tion
This master's proje t was originally intended to be a study of hemi al bonding
at surfa es and modi ation of

hemi al properties by surfa e stru tures. The

rst 8 months of the year-long proje t were also spent building and testing an
experimental setup for TPD, and this was used to
experiments using CO and

ondu t a series of desorption

obalt deposited on dierent noble metals.

When one metal is deposited onto another, it will form dierent stru tures,
depending on a number of fa tors. In the
the growth is pseudomorphi , that is, the
and latti e

ase of

obalt deposited onto

obalt will

onstant of the substrate. This is not the

on silver (or silver on
1

following a moire

obalt), instead the

opper,

onform to the stru ture
ase for

obalt deposited

obalt assumes a re onstru tion

pattern.

The goal of the TPD experiments was to measure whether the moire pattern re onstru tion of

obalt on silver had an ee t on

hemi al bonding, and

what su h an ee t would be. STM and STS studies of

obalt on Ag(111) sur-

fa es have shown an in rease in the lo alized density of states, following the
moire pattern [GNKB09℄. Sin e

hemi al bonding is

tween ele trons, lo al modi ations of ele troni

aused by intera tions be-

states

ould potentially lead

to new adsorption states on the surfa e.
Unfortunately the experimental TPD setup did not live up to the expe tations, and the subje t of surfa e rea tivity was put on hold in favor of angleresolved photoele tron spe tros opy of ele troni
experiments had been dire ted at

surfa e states.

the system studied using ARPES was silver- apped

obalt islands on

per. Although the systems were dierent, they are still
in substrate and the

The TPD

obalt lying freely on the surfa es, however

obalt nanoislands. Therefore, despite the

hange of ex-

perimental te hnique and studied properties, the work has still been
around

op-

losely related both
entered

obalt on noble metals, in parti ular Co/Cu(111).

After the TPD experiments were put on hold, I was oered to join my
1

Moiré is a type of fabri

areas than others,

ausing a

with a

hara teristi

stru ture. The fabri

onstant lo alized bulging.

1

is larger in some
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INTRODUCTION

advisor, Asso iate Professor Lars Diekhöner, during a one week stay at the
Institute of Syn hrotron Fa ilities in Aarhus. Here it was possible to perform
ARPES at high resolutions due to the high intensity UV radiation

oming from

ASTRID, a storage ring used to provide syn hrotron radiation for a range of
experiments.
Surfa e states in silver overlayers on Cu(111) surfa es have previously been
studied by other authors, and they have

ome to the

on lusion that the onset

of the states is dependent on the amount of silver deposited, and thereby (for

+

overages below one monolayer) the size of the silver islands [WWB 04℄. The
surfa e states on bulk Ag(111) has also been studied [MBR02℄. Morgenstern
et al. has shown, using STS and

2-Photon PhotoEmission, that the Ag surfa

e

states shift to lower binding energies with de reasing terra e size. This further
supports the idea that the size of the surfa e stru tures are a key inuen e on
the energy levels of the surfa e states.
Another possible modier of surfa e ele troni

states is the periodi

lation of the moire pattern re onstru tion. Pseudomorphi

modu-

Co/Cu(111) islands

apped with silver will not only have a moire pattern re onstru tion on top,
but also a modulated potential [BWDK09℄. If the periodi ity of the moire pattern is

omparable to the wavelength of an ele tron in a surfa e state, Bragg

ree tion

ould potentially o

ur.

Before any treatment of ele troni
tures will be des ribed.

properties is begun, the overlayer stru -

The behavior of

obalt on noble metal surfa es is

des ribed using STM images and referen es to resear h literature.
top of the

Silver on

obalt stru tures is also des ribed.

Following that, theoreti al

hapters on surfa e states and photoele tron

spe tros opy follows to provide an intridu tion to some of the properties measured and the method used. It's explained how surfa e states behave as nearlyfree ele trons on the surfa e of a metal, and it's suggested that surfa e steps
ould provide potential barriers to modify the properties of these surfa e states.
Photoele tron spe tros opy is des ribed using the three-step model, in whi h
an ele tron is ex ited into a state with a higher energy, transported through
the

rystal, emitted into the va uum and analysed.
The experimental results are then presented along with a des ription of

the data treatment that has been performed, in luding how the surfa e
was found by

verage

omparing measured results to referen es, and by studying the d-

band photoionisation
energy distribution

ross-se tions. A range of results are presented in luding
urves for the valen e band states in the samples.

experimental measurements of the surfa e states are, of

The

ourse, also presented

and some general tenden ies in their parameters are dis overed. In short, it
appears that the properties of surfa e states

an be modied by putting small

amounts of Co under layers of Ag. It's spe ulated that these shifts are a result
of the surfa e states intera ting with the steps as potential barriers.

3

After the ele troni
the original topi ,

stru tures have been dis ussed, the report returns to

hemi al bonding.

In a theoreti al

hemi al bonds is dis ussed, starting with diatomi

hapter the basis for

mole ules. The theory is

then built up to nally arive at bonding at surfa es, the original topi

of study.

The in on lusive TPD experiments are presented at last along with a disussion of the problems that led to the
improvements and xes to the problems.

hange of subje t, as well as possible

4
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Chapter 2
Overlayer stru tures on Cu(111)
surfa es
Cobalt displays interesting behaviours on dierent

losely pa ked noble metal

surfa es, most notably the formation of triangular and hexagonal islands.
These islands have dierent sizes, shapes and heights depending on the amount
of

obalt deposited, the

ing deposition.

hoi e of substrate and the substrate temperature dur-

They do, however, have a general tenden y to form islands

multiple layers high with either a triangular or hexagonal shape.
Although only Ag/Co/Cu(111) were studied using ARPES (and to some
extend Ag/Cu(111) and Co/Cu(111)), Co stru tures on other substrates were
also studied using TPD. The total list of overlayer systems experimented an
measured upon is:

•

Co/Cu(111) - Referen e for the TPD experiments

•

Ag/Cu(111) - Used during ARPES experiments to approximate deposition rates

•

Ag/Co/Cu(111) - The primary system studied using ARPES

•

Co/Ag(111) - Primary interest in the TPD experiments

•

Co/Au(111) - Also used for TPD

These systems, with the ex eption of Ag/Cu(111), are des ribed here. STM
images a quired in the STM laboratory at Aalborg University are also shown.

Co/Cu(111)
The

obalt islands on Cu(111) surfa es are triangular in shape, with sizes of

50 − 100nm

a ross at lower

overages. The

obalt nu leates around the atomi

steps rst, forming a dense band of stru tures very similar to the free-standing
5

6
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Figure 2.1:

a)

20

40

x

60

(nm)

80

STM image of Co islands on a Cu(111) substrate. The Co ini-

tially nu leates around the surfa e steps and begins to form triangular islands
at higher

overages.

Co islands are

b)

∼ 3.8Å

islands. At lower

Height prole along the green line in the image. The

tall with one additional layer below the substrate level.

overages the islands are two layers tall, and a third layer

doesn't begin to form until

overages of

∼ 1.5ML (75%

overage by area). This

holds for both the islands on the terra es and around the steps.
Cobalt in its bulk state has a latti e

onstant of

ture but the nearest-neighbor distan e in the
latti e mismat h of only

1.7%

2.51Å in the lose-pa ked
3.61Å in its f stru (111)-plane is only 2.55Å. The

onstant of

plane (h p stru ture). Copper has a latti e
between the

the Cu(111) surfa e results in pseudomorphi

lose-pa ked layers of

obalt and

growth of Co nanoislands on the

Cu(111) surfa e [LC98℄.

Ag/Co/Cu(111) sandwi h layers
During the ARPES experiments, surfa e states in Ag/Co/Cu(111) systems
have been studied. The basis for these samples are Co/Cu(111) samples with
low CO

overages as des ribed above, with the addition of a Ag overlayer.

The Ag overlayers initialy grow as only a single layer, and nu leates on top

7
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Figure 2.2:

a)

20

40

x

(nm)

60

80

STM image of Ag- apped Co islands on a Cu(111) substrate.

Ag deposited on Co/Cu(111) rst nu leates on top of the Co and then spreads
out around it.

b)

Height prole along the green line in the image.

of the Co islands. It grows out from there in larger islands still one layer thi k.
The deposited Ag islands have tall steps on them

aused by the underlying

Co. These steps the same height as the Co islands, nearly twi e as tall as the
steps on an Ag(111) surfa e. A layer of Ag is found both on the top of the
islands and around it.
Ag does not grow pseudomorphi ally on Cu(111) and Co doe to a latti e
mismat h of

∼ 13%.

Instead the deposited Ag is rearranged into a moire

pattern re onstru tion on top of both the Co islands and the Cu(111) substrate.

Co/Ag(111)
The islands formed by deposited Co on Ag(111) are somewhat dierent from
those on Cu(111). Just as Ag will not grow pseudomorphi ally on the Co islands, neither will Co grow pseudomorphi ally on Ag(111). Instead, islands of
three to four layers in height are formed with the same moire pattern re onstru tion as before. The moire pattern remains visible in islands of 7 layers

8
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a)

10

x

20

30

(nm)

STM image of Co-islands on Ag(111).

Co also nu leates on

the steps on Ag(111), and forms islands on the terra es. the islands are not
triangular but tend to be slightly hexgonal in shape.
the

b)

A

rop of (a) with

olor s ale modied to show the moire pattern re onstru tion. The island

with the moire pattern visible is the larger of the two islands shown in the
prole.

)

Height prole along the green line in (a). The smaller island is 3

layers thi k and the taller is 4.

thi knessref and

an be seen in 4-layer islands using an STM, even at RT.

For preparations with the identi al

overages (measured in ML), the islands

on Ag(111) terra es have smaller surfa e areas than on Cu(111).

This is a

result of the taller islands. Figure 2.3a shows that the height of the islands is
in reased relative to Co/Cu(111), and therefore that an in reased
ML) would be needed to obtain the same

overage (in

overage by area as a Co/Cu(111)

sample.
Find Co/Ag(111) referen e

Co/Au(111)
Au(111) has a re onstru tion of the surfa e atoms in a herringbone patternAu(111) herringbone ref.

When Co is deposited onto Au(111), small Co

islands begin to form in the elbows of the re onstru tion,

reating a periodi

array of Co islands.
Find Co/Au(111) referen e
The islands are two layers in height like Co/Cu(111), but are still smaller
in surfa e area at identi al

overages due to the in reased number of islands.

9
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Figure 2.4: STM image of Co islands on Au(111). The islands have the same
height as in gure 2.1. The islands are mu h smaller be ause the Co is divided
into more islands. Au(111) has a zig-zag herringbone re onstru tion (not visible in this image), and ea h Co island is pla ed in one of the re onstru tion
elbow-sites.
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Chapter 3
Surfa e states
In this

hapter, a short introdu tion to surfa e states will be given. The full

derivations of the various properties will not be shown, but

an be found in

many textbooks.
Surfa e states are a form of ele tron waves that move only parallel to the
surfa e, giving them the properties of a two-dimensional nearly-free ele tron
gas. Sin e these waves are lo alised on the surfa e, they're also greatly dependent on surfa e features su h as steps and deposited stru tures.
One of the surfa e properties studied here is the surfa e states of Ag/Co/Cu(111)
stru tures. These stru tures are small islands of

obalt surrounded and

overed

by a single layer of silver. The large steps in the islands and the underlying
layers of

obalt result in

hanges in the surfa e states, and the study of su h

systems

ould potentially lead to a better understanding of modi ation of

surfa e states.
Ref til Sho kley

3.1 Sho kley state theory
Consider a one-dimensional

rystal, ie. a string of atoms that stret h innitely

in both dire tions. The potential for su h a
dierent ways, some more a

rystal

an be approximated in

urate than others. One model the the ele trons

wavefun tions is the nearly-free ele tron model. Here, the
assumed to be weakly periodi , for example a

V (z) = V̂

h

2π

ei a z + e−i

2π
z
a

i

rystal potential is

osine wave[Lüt01℄.

= 2V̂ cos



2π
z
a



This is a tually a Fourier series, but sin e the atoms are assumed to be equally
spa ed, most of the terms vanish. A surfa e on this

rystal

an be modelled

as a step in the potential.
With this approximation of the

rystal potential in mind, solutions

an

be found for waves travelling inside the bulk material and near the surfa e.
11
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The solutions for a wave travelling inside the bulk material

Blo h's theorem [Kit05℄, and are often

alled

an be found using

Blo h fun tions.

Wavefun tions near the surfa e
Consider now an ele tron wave with wavenumber
di ularly to the surfa e

1

k⊥ = ± πa

travelling perpen-

rystal.

This wave will be

in the one-dimensional

ree ted by the step potential at the surfa e and give rise to another wave
with wavenumber

′ = ∓π = k ∓
k⊥
⊥
a

these two waves, the surfa e states

2π
a . By forming a linear

ψsurf = A ei k⊥ ·z + B ei (k⊥ −
PSfrag repla ements

To nd the

oe ients

ombination of

an be expressed as
2π
a

)·z .

entral equation [Kit05℄.

A and B , one must solve the

The derivation of the solutions is not in luded hereIn lude that su ker?. Instead the solution for this system is taken as-is from [Lüt01℄.

The solution

onsists of two parts, one exponentially de aying wave inside the

rystal and

one exponentially de aying non-os illating part outside. The resulting state is
a standing Blo h wave.

V

Crystal

Va uum

z=0

Figure 3.1: Sket h of a surfa e state in a periodi
has been approximated by a periodi

latti e. The

fun tion, and the

rystal potential

rystal edge is modelled

at a step potential. A surfa e state is shown, exponentially de aying both into
the

rystal and out in the va uum.

The waves shown above are only for a one-dimensional string of atoms.
In most s enarios the studied systems will be three-dimensional and have a
two-dimensional surfa e.
1

This surfa e

ould be

onsidered as the end of an

We are interested in solutions near the Brillouin zone border, where

k = ±G
= ± πa .
2
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13

array of one-dimensional strings of atoms, ie. a 2D latti e with ea h unit

ell

being an instan e of the model used above.
Sin e this surfa e is periodi , the potential ae ting the surfa e states
resembles a nearly-free ele tron system.
a system

an be written as

ES (k) = E0 −
where

k

surfa e,

E0

The energy of an ele tron in su h

2

~2 k2
,
2 m∗

is the magnitude of the waveve tor of a wave travelling parallel to the

m∗ = χ me

is the ee tive ele tron mass (χ is the fra tional mass) and

is the energy of the state relative to the Fermi level at

k = 0.

Note that

ES

is the energy relative to the Fermi level, and that is has a positive sign. The
energy of this state starts at

E0

for

k = 0,

and then de reases in bond energy

towards the Fermi level as the wavenumber is in reased. So, in other words,
the surfa e states
gas

onsidered here

an be thought of as a nearly-free ele tron

onned to the two-dimensional realm of the surfa e.
There are two main parameters that determine the behaviour of su h a

surfa e state:

E0

and

bottom of the state.

χ

(or

m∗ ).

The rst parameter is the energy at the

This is indi ative of how strongly the ele trons in the

surfa e states are bound to the substrate. The se ond is the ee tive mass,
whi h tell us how free the ele trons really are. If the ee tive mass is low,
then so is the dispersion. It has been suggested that surfa e states
a

harge

an a t as

arrier during surfa e rea tions, and that low ee tive masses

ould

speed up rea tion rates by in reasing intera tion between adsorbed atoms and
mole ules.

Changes in energy and ee tive mass indu ed by surfa e
stru tures
The ele trons in surfa e states experien e ee ts of the surfa e that ele trons
inside the bulk material would not.

Su h ee ts in lude surfa e steps and

hange of propagation medium due to deposited islands.

Sin e the surfa e

states are two-dimensional, they are greatly ae ted by stru tures on the surfa e, and ea h step represents a potential barrier.
There are many ways to ae t these states.
of the

rystal terra es.

One is to redu e the size

This will redu e the intensity of surfa e states and

eventually remove them entirely [MBR02℄.

The arti le

ited here relates to

Ag(111) surfa e states spe i ally, but the me hanism working here should
also ae t other surfa e states. More on harm. os .
Sin e ele trons in surfa e states are nearly-free, it is not unrealisti
onsider them using a harmoni
to

os illator model.

to

One approa h would be

onsider ea h terra e or deposited island as a quantum well, and use the
2

This expression often appears with dierent signs. Here the energy of the state,

positive as well as

E0 .

ES ,

is
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parti le in a well of innite depth model. In this model, it is assumed that the
os illating parti le does not leave the well.
Referen e to step-barrier arti le

Chapter 4
Photoele tron spe tros opy
The phenomenon behind photoele tron spe tros opy is the
rst

hara terised by Einstein.

(UV or X-rays) hits a

photoele tri ee t,

When high-energy ele tromagneti

radiation

rystalline surfa e, ele trons will be ome ex ited into
1

a state from whi h they may leave the surfa e and enter the va uum . The
energy of the ele trons leaving the surfa e is

Ekin = ~ω − φ − EB ,
where

EB

is the ele tron's binding energy, and

φ

(4.1)
2

is the work fun tion , the

amount of work required to move an ele tron to a point where is no longer
intera ts with the

rystal.

By analysing the energy distribution and angle of these photoele trons, one
an measure various properties of the ele troni

stru tures inside the

rystal.

PES experiments are divided into two types: UPS where UV light is used,
and XPS where X-rays are used. The photon energies,
are typi ally in the

10 − 120 eV

~ω , in UPS experiments

range, while XPS experiments use photon

energies in the keV range.

4.1 Three-step model for photoemission
The most a

urate model for photoemission is a one-step model, in whi h the

entire pro ess is treated as a single all-in luding transition.

In the one-step

model an ele tron is ex ited from an initial state into a so- alled inverse LEED
state[Hüf03℄.

In LEED experiments a sample is hit by a beam of ele trons,

whi h intera ts with the sample, and results in a dira tive pattern being
formed on a uores ent s reen. If this pro ess was reversed, one would end up
1

The photoele tri

a metal plate

ee t

an be demonstrated by shining high intensity UV light onto

onne ted to a

harged gold-leaf ele tros ope, dis harging it by releasing the

surplus ele trons.

2

φ is

used as the work fun tion here, but is used as an angle in the experimental se tion.

15
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state in the sample, whi h produ es an outgoing beam of

ele trons. This is an inverse LEED state.
A more

ommonly used model for photoele tron spe tros opy is the

step model, where, as the name implies, the photoemission pro

three-

ess is simplied

into three steps. The rst step is the photoex itation of the ele trons, where
the ele trons are ex ited to a higher energy level.

Then, the ele trons may

begin moving through the sample, under the assumption that momentum is
onserved. Finally the ele trons, given the right

onditions, leave the sample

and move into the va uum. Although this is only a simpli ation, it still provides an insight into the pro esses behind the experimental te hnique employed
and allows for dis ussion of the physi al aspe ts of photoemission.

Ex itation
The rst step in the photoemission pro ess is the opti al ex itation of an ele tron inside the
neti

rystal. With the

rystal being perturbed by an ele tromag-

eld des ribed by the ve tor potential

ϕ = ϕ(r, t),3

A = A(r, t)

and s alar potential

the probability of ex itation from an initial to a nal state, with

wavefun tions

ψi

and

ψf ,

respe tively, is given by

Fermi's golden rule [Lüt01℄:

2π
mf,i δ (Ef (k) − Ei (k) − ~ω) ,
~

Wf,i =

(4.2)

where

mf,i = |< ψf , k|H|ψi , k >|2 .
Dira 's

δ-fun

tion is used to only in lude the pairs of initial and nal states

where the energy dieren e mat hes the photon energy.
The perturbation operator,

H=
where

p = i~∇

H,

is given by

e
(A · p + p · A) ,
2m

(4.3)

is the momentum operator. Equation (4.3)

an be redu ed,

by assuming translational symmetry and using the Coulomb gauge (ϕ

0)

=

[Hüf03℄, to

H≈

e
A·p.
m

In UPS experiments the wavelength is usually between
With wavelengths so large

ompared to the

tential is hen eforth assumed a

onstant.

dependent of time and lo ation, and only

(4.4)

∼ 103 Å

and

∼ 102 Å.

rystal periodi ity, the ve tor po-

Equation (4.2) is now entirely inonsiderations regarding energies

remain.
3
∂A
So that E = −∇ϕ −
and B = ∇ × A [GPS02℄. In the following the perturbation is
∂t
assumed to be time-independent, and the partial derivative with respe t to time is omitted.
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an be registered by this te hnique are

those where the ex ited, nal state is a wave moving towards the surfa e,
ie. states having

k⊥ > 0,

and where the energy is large enough to over ome

both the bond potential and the work fun tion. For ele trons satisfying these
requirements, a ow of ele trons arises inside the
ele trons with energy

E

rystal.

The intensity of

is given by

I int (E, ~ω, k) ∝

X

Wf,i f (Ei )δ(E − Ef (k) .

(4.5)

f,i

This expression is a sum over all possible initial and nal states. It's not stri tly
ne essary to sum over both
with no

f

i

and

sin e we have assumed dire t ex itations

hange in momentum, and ea h initial state only

nal state.

If this were not the

orresponds to one

ase, and an initial state

ould be ex ited

into more than one nal state, it would be di ult to distinguish between the
rystal states when analysing the measurements. The same would apply if an
initial state

f (Ei ),

4

ould be ex ited into multiple nal states . The Fermi fun tion,

ensures that only transitions with an initial state energy,

Ei (k),

below

the Fermi level are in luded.
During this ex itation pro ess, many ele trons will leave their initial states
and, very briey, leave these uno

upied.

These states are o

upied very

qui kly again by other ele trons, diusing the ele tron holes out into the entire
rystal. The ex itations only take pla e near the surfa e, leaving the ele trons
in the rest of the

rystal to ll up the empty states.

Movement to the surfa e
After photoex itation, the ex ited ele trons must be transported to the surfa e
before they

an leave the

rystal. Although the es ape depth of photoele trons

is not parti ularly deep in UPS experiments, the emitted ele trons
assumed to

ome ex lusively from the top layer of atoms.

an not be

There is always

some degree of transmission from the lower layers, meaning that the emitted
ele trons will be a mix of ele trons from both surfa e and initial bulk states.
The degree of mixing of bulk and surfa e states is mainly dependent on the

mean free ele tron path,
tron

whi h is a measure for the average distan e an ele -

an travel inside the

rystal before being s attered by inelasti

ollisions.

The ele trons that have been s attered in this way lose part of their kineti
energy and have their momentum

hanged. The loss of kineti

energy makes it

impossible to determine the binding energy of the ele tron in its initial state,
and the

hange in momentum represents a lateral (and unpredi table) shift in

the band stru ture.
4

In reality indire t ex itations do take pla e. In su h

several dierent nal states, by

ases the ele trons

an jump into

onverting some of the photon's energy to momentum.

CHAPTER 4.
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an take pla e through a number of me hanisms, su h

ollisions, and ex itations of latti e and ele tron gas vi-

brations (phonon and plasmon

ollisions).

Figure 4.1: The mean free path of ele trons in dierent solids plotted against
ele tron energy.

10 − 100 eV

The mean free path is shortest for ele tron energies in the

range, indi ating a short es ape depth for ele trons ex ited during

UPS experiments. Taken from [Lüt01℄.

The probability of an ele tron being s attered on its way to the surfa e is
inversely proportional to the mean free path. A long mean free path means
that an ele tron

an rea h the surfa e from deep within the

s attering, and a short mean free path means that ele trons
surfa e from regions near the surfa e. Be ause of this, the
is

rystal without

an only rea h the

transport probability

onsidered proportional to the mean free path.

D(E, k) ∝ λ(E, k)
Although ele trons deep inside the

(4.6)

rystal may be ex ited by the in ident

light, the ele trons far from the surfa e will not es ape into the va uum. As
shown in gure 4.1, ele trons with energies in the range dis ussed here will not
es ape from depths of more than a few layers. In the

ase of XPS with mu h

higher photon energies, where the es ape depth is mu h larger than in UPS
experiments, the measured signal will have a mu h larger
the states in the bulk.

ontribution from

4.1.
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Emission into va uum
The nal step in the three-step model is es ape of the ele tron into the va uum.
After ex itation and transport to the surfa e, the ele trons must es ape into
the va uum. In order for this to take pla e, the ele trons must have enough
momentum to over ome the work fun tion and the potential barrier due to the
rystal termination.

Ekin =
Here

E0

2
~2 k⊥
≥ Eva − E0
2m

is the potential inside the

rystal and

Eva

is the potential in the

va uum. Ele trons with insu ient energy to over ome the surfa e potential
PSfrag repla ements

barrier will be ree ted ba k into the

rystal.
Ekin

Ekin

Ef

p
~

Eva
φ
EF

k

E0

Figure 4.2: Energies of ele trons in the ex ited nal state inside and outside of

~2 k 2
2m∗ (left graph).
p
The right graph shows the energy of the es aping ele trons as a fun tion of
~,
the

rystal. The ele trons energy inside the

the momentum outside the

Eva − E0

rystal is

Ekin =

rystal. Only ele trons with an energy larger than

may es ape.

The transversal

omponent of the ele trons momentum is

onserved, so

that

kex
k = kk + Gk
The nal step is des ribed using the
refers to the
rystal.

es ape one

argument.

The name

one of ele tron momenta that are su ient to es ape from the

Figure 4.3 shows a sket h of this.

ele tron is

(4.7)

The momentum of an es aping

onserved parallel to the surfa e, but not perpendi ular to it.

the momentum is divided into two

If

omposants, one parallel to the surfa e and

one perpendi ular, only the perpendi ular
transition from sample to the va uum.

omposant will be ae ted by the

The parallel

omposant

orresponds

to os illations along the surfa e, and these os illations are not ae ted by the

CHAPTER 4.
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potential barrier when the ele tron passes the surfa e. The perpendi ular

om-

posant represent os illations a ross the potential barrier, and will be redu ed
by the transition.
As a result only ele trons with momentum inside the

one (inside the

rys-

5

tal) es ape to the surfa e . The energy of the es aping ele trons is

Ekin =
where

Ef


~2  ex 2
~2 kex 2
ex 2
kk + k⊥
=
= Ef − Eva ,
2m
2m

is the energy of the ex ited nal state, and

Eva

(4.8)

is the va uum energy

level.

pk
~
p⊥
~
p
~

θ

111111111111111111111111111111111111111
000000000000000000000000000000000000000

Va uum
Sample

PSfrag repla ements
kk
k⊥
k

θ′

Figure 4.3: Sket h of the es ape
lower

′
θmax

ones inside and outside of the

one represents the states inside the sample, and the upper

rystal. The
one (hemi-

sphere) represents the ele trons that have es aped. The thi k lines are lines

p
~ . Although all ele trons from states within the lower
′ an ome
one may es ape, emitted ele trons with small internal angles θ

of

onstant

|k|

and

from states with larger binding energies. Ele trons with internal angles
to

′
θmax

an only es ape if they

limiting the range of dete table states to those near the Fermi level.

5

lose

ome from states with low binding energies,

This is very similar to the phenomenon of Snell's window from

lassi al opti s.
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In addition to the requirement of a su ient wave-ve tor

omponent per-

pendi ular to the surfa e, a transmission probability is also added.
luded though the

transmission rate
T (E, k) =

with

ex 2
=
k⊥

2m
E
~2 kin



− kkex 2 . R

0
R≤1

ex 2
k⊥
<0
ex 2
k⊥ > 0 ,

for
for

,

It is in-

(4.9)

is the transmission probability.

Combining expressions (4.5), (4.6) and (4.9) yields an expression for the
external, measurable ele tron intensity:


I ex (E, ~ω, kk ) =I int (E, ~ω, k) D(E, k) T (E, k)δ kk + Gk − kk
X 2π
∝
mf,i δ (Ef (k) − Ei (k) − ~ω) f (Ei )δ(E − Ef (k)
~
f,i


× δ kex
D(E, k) T (E, k)
−
k
+
G
k
k
k

Angle-resolved photoele tron spe tros opy
Studying emitted ele trons at normal emission is an ex ellent tool to nd the
energy distributions, however angular resolution is needed if dispersions and
values of

k are to be found.

Authors of many older papers using angle-resolved

photoele tron spe tros opy have used a non-angle-resolved energy analyser,
and a hieved angle-resolution by re ording multiple EDCs from dierent angles. Having an angle-resolved experimental setup, a setup that

an analyse

both the energy and dire tion of the emitted ele trons, makes it mu h easier
to study these dispersions, and allows for the measurements to be made in a
shorter time. Sin e the sample is often
iments, many tra e gasses in the

ryogeni ally

ooled during PES exper-

hamber will sti k to the sample, pollution it

and ae ting the measurements.
Sin e the energy analyser disperses the ele trons based on the angle from
whi h they exit the sample, it is ne essary to nd a relation between the exit
angles,

θ

and

φ,

and the wave-ve tor

kk .

Going from equation (4.8) this expression for the relationship between the
emission angle and transversal wave number

an be found:

kkex = kex sin θ
r
2m
Ekin sin θ
=
~2
Using this expression, it is possible to

kk = kk
surfa e.

, of dete ted ele trons, sin e

(4.10)

al ulate the transversal wave-number,

kk

is not

hanged when passing the
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Figure 4.4: Example of an ARPES image showing the surfa e states of both
Cu and Ag. The photon energy used was

hν = 23eV. The surfa e state with
= 0.22eV) and the lower is Cu

the highest onset energy is the Ag state (E0
(E0

= 0.39eV).

4.2 Experimental setup
A photoele tron spe tros opy is

•

omposed of three main parts:

A radiation sour e. This is usually either a gas dis harge lamp, an X-ray
tube or a syn hrotron,

•

The sample to be studied, and

•

An energy analyser to measure the energy distribution of the emitted
ele trons.

Sin e ele trons will not travel very far undisturbed through air or other gasses,
it is also ne essary to keep the setup under UHV
the sample

onditions. This also keeps

lean. The experiments des ribed here were

oratory of prof.

ondu ted in the lab-

Philip Hofmann at Aarhus University, at the Institute of

Storage Ring Fa ilities.
The radiation sour e used was

ASTRID

(Aarhus STorage Ring In Den-

mark), whi h is an ele tron storage ring used to produ e syn hrotron radiation. ASTRID has many beamlines able to provide radiation in many energy
ranges.

The parti ular beamline used here was the

an deliver mono hromati

130 eV

SGM3

line.

This line

UV radiation with photon energies from

12 eV

to

at very high intensities, allowing for angle-resolved s ans to be taken

very qui kly and with high resolution. Ref to SGM3 info page
The radiation from this beamline originates from an
an array of magnets a

undulator,

whi h is

elerating the ele tron beam up and down many times

over a relatively short distan e. With ea h bend on the ele tron path, a

one
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Hemispheri al analyser

Ele tron opti s
UV radiation
(from ASTRID)

Fluores ent s reen
Entran e slit
Emitted ele trons
Sample

θ
Figure 4.5: Experimental (AR)PES setup. Some of the eje ted ele trons pass
through the opening in the entran e slit. They are passed through some ele tron opti s for fo using. A retarding eld may also be present. The 2D image
formed on the uores ent s reen will be energy-resolved along one dimension,
and angle-resolved along the other.

The

θ

angle is

sample around an axis going out of the paper. The

hanged by rotating the

φ

angle is around an axis

lying in the paper, going from left to right.

of syn hrotron radiation is emitted towards a

omputer

ontrolled mono hro-

mator setup, allowing easy sele tion of photon energies.
At the end of the beamline is a UHV

hamber with a main

hamber for

PES analysis and LEED measurements. There is also a separate preparation
hamber for
of both

leaning of the sample and deposition of metals. The base pressure

hambers were in the mid

10−10 mbar

by no means bad or unusually high, it
was a rather large and
using heating
The main

ompli ated

range. Although this pressure is

ould have been lower. The UHV setup

onstru tion, making baking only possible

ords and aluminium foil.
hamber has a helium- ooled sample manipulator, allowing for

the sample to be kept at

67 K

during ARPES measurements. Verti al move-

ment of the manipulator was motorised, and rotation in one dire tion was
omputer

ontrolled to allow for automated s ans over 2D regions of the

spa e. Rotation along the other axisIs the other axis the proper term?

kex
⊥ould

only be done by rotating a large knob inside the hamber using the wobblesti k.
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This was not intended for frequent adjustments.
The emitted ele trons are analysed by a

energy analyser.

Spe s Phoibos 150 hemispheri al

A hemispheri al energy analyser

hemispheres with an ele trostati

onsists of two

on entri

potential between them (gure 4.5).

The

ele trons enter the analyser through an entran e slit, limiting the entering
ele trons to a plane

ross se tion of the es ape

one.

The slit is oriented

perpendi ular to the analyser potential.

−

+

Ele tron dete tor
Entran e slit

PSfrag repla ements

Figure 4.6:

Angular dispersion in the hemispheri al energy analyser.

The

ele trons enter the analyser through the entran e slit, moving put of the paper.
They move in a

urved path around the inner sphere and end up hitting the

ele tron dete tor (going into the paper).

Inside the analyser the ele trons follow dierent paths depending on their
kineti

energy and angle of entry. Ele trons with a high energy will initially

be dee ted less than low-energy ele trons. Ele trons entering at an angle will
follow dierent paths around the inner sphere (see gure 4.6). They will hit
the uores ent s reen oset from the
During angle-resolved (over the

φ

enter depending on their entry angle.
angle) s ans the sample is rotated to let

dierent parts of the es aping ele trons through, while an automated
system re ords a series of evenly-spa ed angle-resolved (in the

θ

omputer

angle) images.
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Photoemission of valen e ele trons
Sin e the ele tron dete tor plate in the energy analyser only has a nite size,
it is ne essary to make a

hoi e between measuring a large range of ele tron

energies simultaneous, or having a good energy resolution. If the analyser is
set so ele trons from the entire valen e band hit the dete tor simultaneously,
the resolution is signi antly lowered be ause all the bands are squeezed into
a narrower spa e.

The alternative, the method used to obtain the EDCs in

this report, is to vary the pass energy (the energy of ele trons hitting the
middle of the sensor) a ross the entire valen e band while taking a series of
measurements.

The measurements

an then be layered, yielding an angle-

resolved image showing the entire valen e band.
The ele tron dete tor only shows a small window of the energies and exit
angles.

By

hanging the pass energy, this window

an be swept a ross the

valen e band. It never shows the entire valen e band, but all parts of the
PSfrag repla ements
valen e band are measured at some point.
EDCs are often extra ted/measured at normal emission, as is also the
here.

ase

Although the valen e band sweeps are angle-resolved by virtue of the

hemispheri al analyser, the momentum in the valen e band sweeps has not
been studied here.
3.0
2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0
6

4

EB

(eV)

2

0

Figure 4.7: Example of an EDC of a Co/Cu(111) sample. The photon energy
used was

hν = 23eV.

The peak nearest the Fermi level is the 3d-states of the

Co and the lower peaks are the 3d-states of Cu.
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Chapter 5
Photoele tron Spe tros opy
Measurements of surfa e states
and valen e band states
The experimental results presented here were a quired at the syn hrotron failities at Århus University, in the laboratory of Professor Philip Hofmann,
using the ASTRID storage ring and a UHV system with an angle-resolved
hemispheri al energy analyser.
All measurements were made over the

ourse of one week using the SGMIII

beam line, whi h was dire ted into a UHV system with a base pressure of

∼ 10−10 mbar. The Cu(111) rystal used
0.75 keV for 20-30 minutes and annealed

was
to

leaned with Neon sputtering at

500◦ C

before ea h preparation.

The metal overlayers were deposited using an E-beam evaporator with multiple po kets, allowing for deposition of Ag immediately after Co deposition.
All metal lms were deposited at room temperature.
sample was moved to a main

After deposition, the

hamber, where it was put on a helium- ooled

manipulator and moved in front of the beam from the storage ring. The sample was turned to fa e the hemispheri al analyser, and measurements began.

100K when measure67K after 30 minutes when the last measurement

Sample temperatures during measurement was around
ment was begun, and around
was nished.

5.1 Data treatment
The experimental setup, as user-friendly as it was, did not deliver the desired
information dire tly. The output les from the setup were the re ordings of
the energy analyser, whi h needs some amount of treatment before be oming
useable data points. The exa t overlayer

pverages were not known either, and

some work was done to approximate thhese.
27
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Finding the overlayer overage
Sin e the setup used for the ARPES experiments did not in lude an STM and
Auger spe tros opy was relative slow using the installed AES instrument, it
was not possible to determine the exa t overlayer
iments. These had to be

overages during the exper-

al ulated later using the measured data, both the

surfa e states and the EDC

urves.

Using surfa e state parameters
The surfa e states of Ag/Cu(111) have been studied previously, and a shift in
energy with in reasing
By

+

+

overages has been observed [WWB 04, MKFR 07℄.

omparing the onset energies from the Ag/Cu(111) measured here and

those in the literature, under the assumption that the measurements in both
pla es are

orre t, it be omes possible to estimate the deposition rates and

overages of Ag.
Figure 5.1 shows how the deposition rate of the Ag was found. Data points
from the literature were plotted along with data points from both preparation
series.

The

overage of ea h sample is assumed to be proportional to the

deposition time:

cAg = rAg,i tAg
where

rAg,i

is the deposition rate for series 1 and 2. By s aling

rAg,i

to pla e

the measured data points in line with the referen es, approximate deposition
rates were found. By multiplying these with the deposition times from ea h
experiment, the

overage of Ag

an be known. The found rates are shown in

table 5.2.

Using EDC

ross se tions

Sin e the Co/Cu(111) do not show signs of a Co surfa e state, and the Cu
surfa e state does not shift with Co

overage (dis ussed later in this

hapter),

it was not possible to use a similar method for nding the Co deposition rates.
Instead these were found by tting and

omparing the areas under the Co

d-band peak in the EDCs for a number of Co/Cu(111) to the area under the
Ag 4d peaks in Ag/Cu(111) EDCs.
By plotting the total area the Ag d-band peaks in a number of EDCs,
a relationship between area and
tion would be that for equal
however, is not the

overage

an be found.

An initial assump-

overages, the areas should also be equal. This,

ase.

Following from Fermi's golden rule (See equation (4.2)), the probability of
an ele tron being ex ited by in in oming photon is not
and photon energies. Fortunately this

ization ross-se tions.

an be

onstant for all states

ompensated for using

photoion-

These are values representing the relation between areas
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Figure 5.1: Data points used to determine deposition rates for Ag in the two
experiment series. The bla k
using

hν = 21.2eV.

+

ir les are from [MKFR 07℄, and were measured

The new measurements were taken at

under the EDC peaks

orresponding to spe i

ele troni

hν = 23eV.

states. The assump-

tion regarding the relationship between the areas under Ag and Co d-band
peaks now be ome

nML,hν
AAg,4d
hν
σAg,4d
where

ML,hν
AnAg,4d

and

nML,hν
ACo,3d

=

hν
σCo,3d

overages of

ross-se tions for ea h state at a spe i

(5.1)

hν
nML. σAg,4d

and

hν
σCo,3d

are the

photon energy.

ross-se tions are tabulated in [YL85℄ for

ton energies, but not for the spe i
them, the four

,

are the total tted areas under the Ag 4d and

Co 3d peaks, respe tively, for
The

nML,hν
ACo,3d

ertain

ommonly used pho-

energies used here.

To approximate

losest values were tted with an interpolating line, and the

ross-se tions were found to be:

23eV = 19.089 Mbarn
σAg,4d
23eV = 7.592 Mbarn
σCu,3d
23eV = 4.882 Mbarn
σCo,3d
Table 5.1:

32eV = 28.557 Mbarn
σAg,4d
32eV = 8.816 Mbarn
σCu,3d
32eV = 6.853 Mbarn
σCo,3d

Cross-se tions for Ag 4d, Cu 3d and Co 3d states.

interpolating the four

Found by

losest points in [YL85℄.

By normalising the tted areas of d-bands using

ross-se tions as in (5.1),

plotting the values and nding linear ts, the deposition rates of Co
found. This method was used on

urves taken with

23eV

and

32eV,

ould be
a total of
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three deposition rate values were found. Two values were found for the se ond
rate, and only one for the rst due to a la k of data points. The values are
listed in table 5.2.

Deposition rates
In the rst version of this report, a dierent method was used to unite the two
sets of experiments with dierent deposition rates. By

omparing the height

of the peaks, rather than the area, a s aling fa tor was found.

It was then

used to s ale the deposition times on one set of experiments to nd equivalent
deposition times.

This method did not take into a

ount the width of the

peaks or the dieren e in photoionization probability.
Using this new method, mu h more useable results were a hieved. With
the new method it be ame possible to nd the exa t
With the old method it was not possible to
sin e only relative

overages

overages on the samples.

ompare the results quantitatively,

ould be found using the deposition time alone.

However, it should be noted that the rate ratios found using the previous
method were not entirely o. The s aling fa tor for Co was found to be
using the previous method, and

1.43

using the area and

method. For Ag the time-s aling method gave a ratio of
method only gives
Metal

3.76,

whereas the new

2.35.
Photon energy

Series

Deposition rate

-

1

ML
0.0085 ML
= 0.51 min
s
ML
0.02 ML
= 1.2 min
s
ML
ML
0.015 s = 0.9 min
ML
0.025 ML
= 1.5 min
s
ML
ML
0.018 s = 1.08 min

Ag
Ag

-

2

Co

32

1

Co

23

2

Co

32

2

Table 5.2: Deposition rates of silver and
were found by

1.33

ross-se tion-based

obalt. The deposition rates for silver

omparing surfa e state onsets to literature referen es, and the

obalt rates were found by

omparing the areas under the

obalt 3d peaks to

the areas under silver 3d peaks.

For the silver deposition rates and the rst
was used. For the se ond

obalt rate, the only value found

obalt rate, an average of the two values was used.

A parameter that was not in luded in the new model is the
of the individual atoms.

Silver has a larger latti e

lose-pa king

onstant than

opper or

obalt, and will therefore have fewer ele trons in a given state per surfa e
area. This was not taken into a

ount, but it

ould possibly have been done

by a simple s aling of either the Co or Ag peak areas by the dieren e in
density of atoms. The photo urrent has not been in luded either, as this was
not re orded during the experiments. This is not a problem, as long as one
assumes that it remained

onstant during all experiments.
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Treatment of ARPES s ans
The experimental equipment was relatively straightforward to use.

Within

minutes of preparing a sample, an image of the surfa e states is shown on the
omputer s reen, and all data a quisition and most equipment
was automated.
ment program

Most of the data a quisition is
alled

Igor Pro, whi

onguration

ontrolled by a data treat-

h has also been used for mu h of the data

treatment.
Ea h of these a quired images have been treated in the following way:
1. Ea h image is stored in a separate le, whi h is loaded into Igor Pro.
Here is is run through an algorithm made by PhD-student Mar o Bian hi
(Århus University), whi h pla es the

orre t s ales on the image.

2. The images are initially plotted with intensities in gray-s ale, kineti
energies on the verti al axis and emission angle on the horizontal.
order to

In

al ulate the ee tive masses, it is ne essary to map the image

against wave numbers. To do this mapping without pulling the surfa e
states out of shape, the angular s ale must rst be

entered properly.

The surfa e states are tted with a parabola, whi h is used to
angular axis.

enter the

The axis is not stret hed but merely oset in this step.

Rotating the sample in the plane of the entran e slit would also have
this ee t, however this was di ult to do be ause of the manipulator
design.
3. On e the surfa e state is properly

entered, the image is

k-warped1 .

4. We want to know the energies relative to the Fermi level, so the Fermi
level is tted with a Fermi fun tion and the verti al axis is oset as well.
The sign is also inverted so the graph now shows binding energies rather
than kineti

energies of the emitted ele trons.

5. Finally, the state is tted again with a parabola. This time it is used to
al ulate the ee tive mass of an ele tron in the state and nd the exa t
value of the onset.
In some of the images, the surfa e states were not tted and in luded below.
In many

ases the surfa e states were simply not visibly on the images, while

in others it was too weak for the tting algorithms to

at h on.

5.2 Valen e band states
In addition to measurements of the surfa e states in the studied systems, valen e band photo emission spe tra were also re orded for most of the samples.
1

The term warped is used here be ause the

is dependent on both the angle and kineti
as a result.

onversion from angular to wave numbers

energy, and the image is stret hed in some areas
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These were re orded by letting the hemispheri al analyser
overlapping images

apture a series of

overing the valen e band. By extra ting a narrow portion

of this image, one ends up with an

energy distribution urve.

An EDC shows the distribution of ele trons a ross dierent energy levels.
Sin e d-bands often play a large role in bonding [HN95℄, and d-bands are su h
a visible feature in an EDC, it's not di ult to see that an EDC
tially give important information about

hanges in the

ould poten-

hemi al properties of

a surfa e.
In the systems studied here there are tree groups of peaks, originating with
three dierent d-bands. The surfa e states

an also be seen as smaller peaks

near the Fermi level.

•

The surfa e states of Ag and Cu have binding energies around
and

∼ 0.4eV2 ,

respe tively, and

∼ 0.2eV

an be seen as a small peak nearest the

Fermi level in gure 5.2, up against the Co 3d band.

•

The peak with the lowest binding energy is the 3d-band of the Co. It's
lo ated

lose to the Fermi level at

∼ 0.8eV.

There is only a single peak

seen here, unlike Cu and Ag bands whi h are split into multiple peaks.
The d-orbitals in Co are only partially lled with 7 ele trons out of 10
possible, whi h shows in the shape and lo ation of the peak. When trying
to t Lorentzian fun tions to the Co 3d band, parts of the Lorentzian
would some times sti k out past the Fermi level.

•

Next are the 3d-bands of the Cu, with several peaks in the

2− 4eV range.

These are not shifted relative to bulk Cu, sin e we are ee tively measuring bulk Cu. The bands of Ag and Co may be

hanged as their latti e

onstants and stru tures are altered by the latti e mismat h, however
these things do not take ee ts do not take pla e on a signi ant s ale
in the Cu.

•

The last states are the 4d-states of Ag. These peaks are the most strongly
bound to the sample, and are lo ated in the

4 − 7eV

range.

The EDCs for the experiments have not been treated in any signi ant
way, ex ept for the

ross-se tions extra ted when nding deposition rates. A

sele tion of the EDCs are presented here.
bands are very important in

Although the positions of the d-

hemi al bonding, the TPD-experiments did not

yield any quantitative measurements of bonding properties of Co/Cu(111),
making any

omparisons between the two sets of experiments di ult.

The EDCs for the Ag/Cu(111) systems are shown in gure 5.3. There are
only a few EDCs in luded here, and so it might be too early to
thing for the Ag d-bands. However, it's
2

They shift with surfa e

areas.

on lude any-

lear that the Cu states are stationary

omposition, as des ribed below, but are generally in these
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and are not shifted by the Ag overlayers. For lower Ag
peaks are pla es further apart, and move

The

hν = 23eV.

EDC is taken from a Ag(1.6 ML)/Co(1.9 ML)/Cu(111) sample at

overages the Ag 4d

loser together at higher

overages.
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Figure 5.3: EDCs for Ag/Cu(111) systems. The EDCs in the top graph were
re orded with a photon energy of

hν = 23eV ,

and the bottom ones using

hν = 32eV .

There are a few more EDCs for Co/Cu(111) than for Ag/Cu(111), making
it easier to see any trends in their positions. As with Ag, the d-bands for Co
are also stationary for the

overages used here. Some authors suggest that it
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might shift with higher

overages[LC98℄, but the limit for this shift is

higher than what has been used here. During pseudomorphi
pla ed

loser together, and the ele troni

overlaps are in reased. With higher

overages the Co would eventually relax to its bulk latti e
all ee ts of the pseudomorphi

learly

growth the Co is
onstant, reverting

growth.
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Figure 5.4: EDCs for Co/Cu(111) systems. The EDCs in the top graph were
re orded with a photon energy of

hν = 23eV ,

and the bottom ones using

hν = 32eV .

Finally there are the EDCs for the sandwi h Ag/Co/Cu(111) systems.
There were made a large number of preparations of these samples, but a number of fa tors has made it di ult to

ompare them all.

EDCs for the four

preparations used earlier are shown in gure 5.5. These preparations all have
equal amounts of AG deposited, but the amount of Co underneath was varied.
One

ould possibly perform more detailed studies of how the peaks grow

relative to ea h other, and how photoele trons are blo ked out by dierent
overlayers, but that is a subje t in itself. The only features studied here are
the lo ations of the d-bands.

5.3 Surfa e state s ans
In this se tion the images of surfa e states are (nally) shown.

The surfa e

states for both Cu(111) and Ag overlayers have been tted as explained above,
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Figure 5.5: EDCs for a sele tion of the Ag/Co/Cu(111) preparations des ribed
earlier. All samples were prepared with identi al amounts of Ag (1.6ML) and
varying amounts of Co.
photon energy of

The EDCs in the top graph were re orded with a

hν = 23eV ,

and the bottom ones using

hν = 32eV .

and the bond energies and ee tive ele tron masses have been plotted. The
s ans are divided into three parts:

•

Co/Cu(111) preparations only have the surfa e state of Cu (the Co surfa e state is not visible), and the Cu surfa e state is only visible for lower
Co

•

overages.

Ag/Cu(111) preparations may have one or both of the surfa e states. In
most of them the Ag

overage has been so high that the Cu surfa e state

has died out, and so only the Ag states are plotted here.

•

Finally the sandwi h layers, Ag/Co/Cu(111), are plotted. A series with
onstant Ag

overage and varying Co

overage is plotted.

There are two sets of measurements in ea h graph.
measurements taken at

23eV,

generally ni er looking, with

and the red squares at

32eV

last.

ir les are

The blue set is

learer tenden ies. The red set is more irregular.

The explanation may be, that the measurements at
the ones at

The blue

32eV.

23eV

were done rst, and

During measurement the sample was held at

making it very sus eptible to impurities.

67K,
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Co/Cu(111)
The rst system studied

onsists of

obalt overlayers on a

lean Cu(111) sub-

strate. Although silver layers are introdu ed later, a number of experiments
were also

arried out without. Figure 5.6 shows the parameters of the surfa e

states in these systems.
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0.2

0.4
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Co

a)

Values of

E0

and

b)

0.8

1

1.2

overage (ML)

ee tive fra tional masses for the Cu

surfa e state in Co/Cu(111) samples. Both parameters are very stable and do
not

hange with in reased Co

last, whi h

ould possibly a

Although

overage. The measurements at

obalt does have a surfa e states of it's own, all surfa e states

found in these systems are those of the
not visible.

32eV were taken

ount for the irregularities seen in those points.

opper.

The

obalt surfa e state is

If there is a shift in the energy levels of the Cu states in the

Co/Cu(111) systems, it's very small.
The ee tive masses tell the same story. They're virtually un hanged, and
if there's any shift it's too small to register.

Ag/Cu(111)
There were also made experiments with silver dire tly on the
Silver, unlike

opper surfa e.

obalt, gives rise to a surfa e state of it's own, resulting in two

states to be observed. Figure 5.8 shows values of

E0

for the Ag surfa e states.
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In the silver states there is a shift down in the binding energy as more
silver is deposited onto the sample, even with multiple layers deposited. This
ould indi ate that surfa e states are not only ae ted by steps at the surfa e,
but also steps inside multiple layers.

Ag/Co/Cu(111) sandwi h layers
The Ag/Co/Cu(111) sandwi h layers were the main system of interest. The
original plan behind the ARPES experiments were to look for a modi ation of
the surfa e states in these stru tures due to the latti e mismat h indu ed moire
pattern in the silver layer on top.

No moire-related splitting was observed,

however another ee t was seen.

It was observed that, when varying the

amount of

obalt deposited before the silver layer, the silver surfa e state

would shift in energy.
Figure 5.9 shows three ARPES images. All of the images are of a silver
state in an Ag/Co/Cu(111) sample, and all of the samples have been

overed

with the same amount of silver. The dieren e between them is in the amount
of

obalt underneath, and the ee t is a

lear down-shift in binding energy.
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Three ARPES images of Ag surfa e states in Ag/Co/Cu(111)

systems with dierent Co

overages. All samples were prepared with the same

dose of silver (1.6 ML) on top of Cu(111) with no or some Co deposited. The
Co

overages, from left to right, are

0 ML

( lean),

the shift towards the Fermi level as the Co
were re orded with a photon energy of

Figure 5.10 shows the values of
two dierent photon energies.
ing

obalt

E0

0.3 ML

and

0.6 ML.

Noti e

overage is in reased. All images

hν = 23eV.

for four su h samples, measured using

It's obvious that a shift o

urs with in reas-

overage, but the last point (1.9 ML of Co) is an outsider. All the
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There is a de rease in binding energy as the un-
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the same level as for lower
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E0

is at

onstant,

the last point would have been mu h lower.

remaining points have

overages below

1 ML,

vidual islands of bilayer height. With a
substrate has been nearly

meaning that the Co forms indi-

overage of nearly

2 ML,

the Cu(111)

overed by Co, severely limiting the number of bi-

layer steps in the Ag layer.

5.4 Partial on lusion
Shifts in the binding energy of surfa e state ele trons was observed in Ag
surfa e states in Ag/Cu(111) and Ag/Co/Cu(111) systems, but similar ee ts
were not seen for the Cu surfa e state.
A possible explanation might be, that while the Ag state is moving in the
Ag overlayers, whi h are disturbed by the underlying steps of either Co islands
or Cu(111) steps, the Cu surfa e state is lo alized to a substrate.

A state

moving in the substrate will only feel the disturban es of surfa e stru tures
from one side, whereas the Ag states in the overlayers are disturbed by both
steps below as well as the steps in the Ag overlayer. A

obalt island under a

layer of silver will have a larger ee t on the states in the silver layer, than it
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would hav on a

opper surfa e state below it.

There also appears to be some tenden y for the ee tive masses to de rease
as the binding energy does, meaning that the interse tions of the surfa e state
with the Fermi level are not

hanged as mu h as would be expe ted.

In the Ag/Co/Cu(111) samples, further eviden e of step-site intera tion
was observed. With low

overages of Co in the middle layer, a down-shift in

binding energy was observed, however when the Co was
almost

ompletely,

E0

overing the sample

was at the same level as with low Co

overages. One

ould imagine that the Co island lands ape at this point has be ome so dense
that the holes in the Co layer now serves the same ee t as the islands did at
rst.
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Figure 5.11: Sket h of a possible explanation of why the last point does not
follow the same linear de rease as the other points. At low

overages the Ag

overlayer is disturbed by protruding Co islands.

overages the Co

layers

over the sample almost

At high

ompletely with only a few holes through to

the Cu(111). The holes a t as disturban es in the Ag layer in the same way
the Co islands did.

Chapter 6
Surfa e-mole ule bonds
In this

hapter, some of the me hanisms behind

hemi al bonding are dis-

ussed.

The starting point will be the ele troni

states of the atoms and

mole ules involved, and some bonding me hanisms will be explained in terms
of these.
The systems studied in the experimental se tions are overlayer systems,
and so their

hemi al properties will also be mentioned.

Small amounts of

transition metals on noble surfa es have been shown to have

hemi al proper-

ties dierent from those of the bulk materials. The origin and ee t of these
hanges are dis ussed.

6.1 Chemi al bonding from an ele troni
perspe tive
The fo us of this

hapter is to explore and des ribe the bonding between

mole ules and surfa es in terms of the ele trons and their states.
hemi al bonding is the intera tion between overlapping atomi

In short,

and mole ular

orbitals. The total energy of a system may be redu ed by partially overlapping
ertain orbitals as this

an

ause the orbitals to split and allow for ele trons

to move to states with lower energies.
lowest possible energy, this

an under

Sin e all systems tend towards the

ertain

ir umstan es result in atoms or

mole ules forming bonds. The models for bonding des ribed on the following
pages will be based on this view.

Diatomi mole ules
In order to des ribe the

hemi al bonding between mole ules and a surfa e, it

is ne essary to rst examine the bonds between individual atoms. Although
the bond between a pair of atoms is
mole ule and a surfa e, it

onsiderably simpler than that between a

an still give important insight into

in general.
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As written above,
of atomi

hemi al bonding

orbitals. First we
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an be des ribed as the overlapping

onsider a simple diatomi

mole ule with only a

single ele tron. When the two atoms are separated and are not intera ting we
label the wave fun tions

ψ1

and

ψ2

respe tively. The energies of these states

are

ǫ1 =< ψ1 |H|ψ1 >
ǫ2 =< ψ2 |H|ψ2 > ,
with

H

being the Hamiltonian.

As the two atoms are brought
for one of the ele trons as a linear

loser, we will

al ulate a new wave fun tion

ombination of the atomi

wave fun tions.

ψ = c1 ψ1 + c2 ψ2
By the prin iple of least a tion, the
minimise the energy of

ψ.

c1

onstants

and

c2

must be

hosen to

The energy is

E =< ψ|H|ψ > .
In this

ase the Hamiltonian is

~2 2
1
H=−
λ +
2 me
4 π ǫ0
where

me



e2 Z1 e2 Z2 e2 Z1 Z2
−
+
−
r1
r2
R

is the mass of the ele tron,

r1

and

r2



,

are the distan es from the

atom's nu lei to a given lo ation of an ele tron wave fun tion and
are the atomi

numbers of the atoms.

R

Z1

and

Z2

is the distan e between the nu lei,

that is, . the bond length.
The energy of the system an be minimised by solving the se ular equations[Dah05℄:

X

ci (Hi k − E Si k ) = 0

i

These equations

ψ1

an be put into matrix form.

and

ψ2

are assumed nor-

malised.



ǫ′1 − E η − E S
η − E S ǫ′2 − E



c1
c2



=



0
0



,

with

ǫ′1 =< ψ1 |H|ψ1 > ,

(6.1)

ǫ′2

(6.2)

=< ψ2 |H|ψ2 > ,

η = H1 2 = H2 1 =< ψ1 |H|ψ2 > , and

(6.3)

S = S1 2 = S2 1 =< ψ1 |ψ2 > .

(6.4)
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If this system is to have non-trivial solutions, the determinant must vanish.

ǫ′1 − E η − E S
η − E S ǫ′2 − E

=0

Some re-ordering leads to:

E=
A

−2 S η +

ǫ′1

+

ǫ′2

±

q

(2 S η − ǫ′1 − ǫ′2 )2 − 4 (1 − S 2 ) (ǫ′1 ǫ′2 − η 2 )
2 (1 − S 2 )

ommon approximation for this problem is to assume a small overlap

and removing all terms

E=
=

ontaining

−2 S η + ǫ′1 + ǫ′2 ±
ǫ′1 + ǫ′2
±
2

From this it is

s

q

S 2.

More rewriting yields

−4 (ǫ′1 + ǫ′2 ) S η + 4 η 2 + (ǫ′1 − ǫ′2 )2
2

− (ǫ′1 + ǫ′2 ) S η + η 2 +

lear that the ele tron

(ǫ′1 − ǫ′2 )2
−Sη .
4

(6.5)

(6.6)

an exist in two orbitals when the atoms

are bound. In the rst term we have simply the average of the two one-atom
orbitals.

The two orbitals then appear as the se ond energy term is either

added or subtra ted. Finally, both orbitals are shifted slightly up by the last
term,

−S η .

Sin e

S

is positive and

η

is negative, the nal term is a repulsive

term, moving both orbitals higher and thus redu ing the bond strength.

Anti-bonding orbital

PSfrag repla ements
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Figure 6.1: Single states of isolated atoms and bonding/antibonding orbitals
for overlapping atoms in a diatomi

These orbitals are usually

mole ule.

alled bonding and anti-bonding orbitals, respe -

tively, sin e one orbital will lead to a stable mole ule and the other will lead
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to a breaking of the bond. The bonding orbital, with the lowest energy of the
two, resides below the average of the one-atom energy levels. If the ele tron in
question is o

upying this orbital, the two atoms

an a hieve a lower energy

than before. If this bonding orbital did not exist and only the anti-bonding
orbital was available, the mole ule would qui kly disso iate sin e the energy
of the bound mole ule would be higher than that of the individual atoms.

Atomi

hemisorbtion

Based on the previously des ribed model for mole ular bonding, a model for
the adsorption of an atom onto a surfa e will now be presented. The prin iple
behind the following is essentially the same as before: The wave fun tions of
the ele trons in the bound state of the system will be des ribed as a linear
ombination of the orbitals in the non-bound system.
abbreviated LCAO (Linear Combination of Atomi
used in tight-binding

on ept is often
ommonly

al ulations. The approa h taken in the following

be seen as a variant of the tight-binding
levels of atomi

This

Orbitals) and is

ould

al ulations used to nd the energy

orbitals inside a bulk material.

The big dieren e between the

ase of a diatomi

bond and atomi

adsorp-

tion is that whereas a single atom was assumed to have only a single atomi
orbital (in the simplied model used here), a surfa e will have

ontinuous bands

of states [CN03℄.
The origin of the broad bands in the bulk material is very similar to the
splitting of the wave fun tions in the diatomi

mole ule.

Just as the over-

lapping of two atoms in a mole ule gives rise to two new energy levels, the
overlapping of many atoms in a solid will also lead to a splitting of the energy
levels. However, due to the vast number of atoms in solids and the many overlaps, the energy levels of a solid are not split into a nite number of states but
rather a

ontinuum of states.

As with the diatomi

mole ules, the amount of splitting (the distan e from

the lowest to the highest state in the band) is very mu h dependent on both
the magnitude of the overlap and energy terms. Be ause not all orbital types
overlap to the same degree the resulting bands in the solids may take on many
1

dierent shapes. In general there are two types of bands, sp- and d-bands .
The overlaps between s- and p-orbitals are larger than between d-orbitals and
the resulting bands are therefore mu h wider, but also have a lower density
of states. The d-orbitals have weak intera tion in

omparison, resulting in a

mu h narrower band with a higher DOS [CN03℄.
The

al ulations performed for a diatomi

extremely simplied model of atomi

mole ule

(and mole ular)

an also be used as an

hemisorption on a solid.

Here, one would make the assumption that only one ele tron from the atom
(or mole ule) intera ts with a single state in the solid. The same assumption
1

Surfa e states are also a form of ele troni

orbital overlaps. These states will be treated in

bands but they are not a result of atomi
hapter 3.
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Figure 6.2: Simplied representation of the bands resulting from sp- and dband overlaps. The d-orbitals have weaker intera tion and therefore be ome
a narrower band, but with higher density of states. The relatively weak spintera tions result in a broad band with a low DOS.

is made for diatomi

mole ules, however here the assumption has more justi-

ation. In mole ular bonding there are usually a relatively few ele trons that
ontribute to the bonding to a mu h greater extent than the others. It is not
unjustied to make predi tions based on the strongest intera tions of these
main

ontributers while dis ounting the lesser inuen es.

however,

This assumption,

an not be applied to adsorption onto surfa es be ause, although

surfa es also have some orbitals that may
others, these bands of bonding

ontribute more to bonding than

ontributors are not single states and

an not

be treated as su h.

The Newns-Anderson model
As with the bonding between atoms, the adsorption of atoms onto a surfa e will
be modelled as linear
In this

ombination of the ele troni

states of ea h

omponent.

ase those states would be the single-energy orbitals of the ele tron

and the broad,

ontinuous bands in the solid. This approa h for a mole ule or

atom bonding to a surfa e is often

alled the

Newns-Anderson model [HN91℄.

Consider an atom as before, with only a single ele tro in a state

φa .

Now,

whereas before the bonds between atoms were examined, the atom will now
intera t with a solid with

ontinuous bands of states rather than the single
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states of an individual atom. As before the goal is to determine a wave fun tion
for the system in the
wave fun tions

hemisorbed state. A linear

ombination of the involved

an be expressed as

Ψi = ca i φa +

X

ck i ψk ,

k

where

ψk

are a basis for the states of the surfa e.

Finding a solution to this problem

an be quite a feat.

The large (near

innite) number of substrate states makes it impossible to nd a solution like
that in the previous se tion. Instead is

an be solved using density fun tional

theory, but that will not be in luded here.
It should be noted that, even though no solution is presented here, the
idea behind this treatment of atomi
treatment of diatomi
are

onsidered to be

adsorption is not mu h dierent from the

mole ules. In both

ases the states of the nal system

ombinations of the overlapping states of ea h

omponent.

Mole ular hemisorbtion
With atomi

adsorption dis ussed, only mole ular adsorption remains to be

mentioned. Mole ular adsorption is treated in mu h the same way as atomi
adsorption, with only few dieren es.
In the pre eding se tion the state of an atom adsorbed onto a surfa e was
des ribed as a linear
surfa e. The same

ombination of the isolated states of the atom and the

an be done for mole ules, but instead of using the orbitals

of the atoms in the mole ule, the mole ular orbitals (as des ribed in the se tion
on diatomi

mole ules) are used.

It is important to note that these mole ular orbitals most likely are not the
same as those in the isolated mole ule. When des ribing a diatomi
with only a single ele tron, the

oe ients of the linear

mole ule

ombination were

hosen to minimise the energy. With the introdu tion of d- and sp-bands of the
surfa e, the mole ular orbitals may
of orbitals.

hange to a more favourable

Furthermore, the atomi

ombination

orbitals themselves may shift to new

energy levels. They may also be bent out of shape.
When

onsidering mole ular adsorption (and atomi

ways su ient to

onsider only the o

Fermi level of the adsorbant

as well) it is not al-

upied states of the adsorbate.

If the

an be higher than the HOMO (Highest O

upied

Mole ular Orbital), it is also ne essary to in lude the LUMO (Lowest Uno
pied Mole ular Orbital), sin e previously uno
o

u-

upied states may also be ome

upied if the orbitals are shifted below the Fermi level.
The assumption that only a single ele tron is involved in the bonding is,

of

ourse, also a big simpli ation. While this model may su e to des ribe a

H2 mole ule, it is insu ient for other mole ules. Higher elements have more
ele trons, all of whi h intera t with ea h other.
involved, some more than others.

In reality all ele trons are

6.2.

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN BONDING ON OVERLAYERS AND

BULK MATERIALS
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For bonding with transition metals, su h as

obalt, it is not un ommon to

disregard the s- and p-orbitals be ause of their relatively small
to bonding. In these

ontributions

ases the bonding is dominated by the intera tions of the

d-bands [SL10℄.
The sp-bands are very broad due to a strong intera tion between orbitals.
This strong intera tion also ae ts the orbitals of an adsorbed mole ule, leading to a broadening of the mole ular orbitals into bands. The d-bands have
mu h higher intensities than the sp-bands and are also lo alised to a relatively
small energy interval. Be ause of this they a t mu h like single states in the
sense that the splitting of the bands during adsorption is similar to that seen in
atom-atom bonding. That is, the orbitals of an adsorbed mole ule are not only
split into multiple new states, but may also be broadened by the intera tion
with the sp-band.
There are of

ourse many other

ases of

hemi al bonding and intera tion,

in luding disso iation, rea tions and intera tions between adsorbed mole ules
and atoms, and self-assembly of larger mole ules. These

ases are not dis ussed

here.

6.2 Dieren es between bonding on overlayers and
bulk materials
By depositing materials in the monolayer range onto a substrate, the properties of the deposited material

an

intera tions found in bulk materials.

hange due to the loss of many of the
A

ommon o

urren e when studying

overlayer systems is a shift in the energy levels of the ele troni

states relative

to bulk materials. Sin e the bonding properties of materials are dependent on
their ele troni

states, a shift in su h states

an also lead to a shift in bond

energies and rea tive properties.
One
latti e

ause for the

hanges in ele troni

onstant due to pseudomorphi

properties is the

hange of the

growth, whi h in reases or de reases

+

the overlap between the orbitals [RHS 97℄. Another method is a transport of
ele trons from the substrate to the overlayers. The substrates used here (Cu,
Ag and Au) all have a higher degree of lling in their valen e bands than Co,
and as a result some of the substrate ele trons may jump to uno

upied states

in the overlayers with lower energies [RG92℄.
In the

ase of

obalt grown pseudomophi ally on a Cu(111) surfa e, there

is a shift up in the energy levels of the d-bands. During deposition onto the
Cu(111) surfa e the

obalt is stret hed to have the nearly the same nearest-

neighbor distan e as the Cu(111) surfa e, whi h redu es the overlaps between
the d-states. The narrowing of the d-band will

ause it to shift to a new energy

+

level in order to preserve the same degree of band lling [RHS 97℄.
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DOS

ause a shift towards the fermi

Chapter 7
Temperature programmed
desorption
As said earlier, the original plan for this proje t was to study
between CO and

obalt overlayers on noble metals using

grammed desorption.

hemi al bonds

temperature pro-

The prin iple behind TPD is to heat a sample, with

some amount of a gas adsorbed onto it, along a pre-set heating ramp. While
doing this the partial pressure of one or more desorbed spe ies is re orded and
plotted against the sample temperature.
desorption

By analysing one or more of these

urves, it is possible to nd information regarding desorption en-

ergies and adsorption states [Red62℄, as well as the order of desorption and
a tivation energies [HK84, LK74℄.

7.1 Theory of TPD and data treatment
The most

ommon temperature ramp is a linear one

T (t) = T0 + β t ,
where

t0

is the initial temperature an

β

(7.1)

is the heating rate measured in

K s−1 .

It's possible to use dierent heating s hemes, but a linear ramp is one of the
easiest to analyse.
Consider a sample with an amount of gas adsorbed. There will always be
some degree of desorption from the surfa e, depending on the temperature.
The rate of desorption is des ribed by [Lüt01℄

v=−
where

f (θ)

is an o

Edes
dθ
= v0 f (θ) e− R T ,
dt

(7.2)

upation fa tor, whi h des ribes the probability of a given

adsorption site of being o

upied.

Edes

is the desorption energy.

Edes

in ludes

both the a tivation energy and the bond energy, and does not yield the bond
energy dire tly. Referer til aktiveringsenergi i bindingsafsnit
49

R is the ideal

gas
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onstant og

v0

is an attempt fa tor, the rate at whi h the adsorbed spe ies

vibrates perpendi ular to the surfa e.

This is the rate of attempts made at

over oming the a tivation barrier. Equation (7.2) is an empiri al expression
based on the Arrhenius formula.

v0

and

Edes

the degree of

are used as

onstants here. In reality they

an also depend on

overage. For example, if the adsorbed spe ies attra t ea h other

on the surfa e, they will be les likely to desorb at a given temperature. In this
ase the atoms would nu leate into islands on the surfa e. If the atoms repel
ea h other, they would spread themselved out over the surfa e.
The overall shape of a desorption

urve

an be dedu ed from (7.2). The

exponential fun tion will result in an exponential-like growth on the rising side
of the

urve, but when the adsorbed gas is depleted, the desorption rate will

drop rapidly. Cal ulated examples of this

an be seen in gure 7.1.

For a rst order desorption proess without disso oation, ie.

where the

adsorbed spe ies are either individual atoms or mole ules that stay in one
pie e during adsorption, the o
the

upation fa tor

an be assumed to be equal to

overage. For higher order pro esses it is still often assumed that [Lüt01℄

f (θ) = θ n ,
where

n

is the order. This assumption will be used from here on.

One of the unknown parameters is the degree of
with

n≥2

to nd.

ovarage,

it's ne essary to know this. The absolute

One method would be to dose a spe i

sample and then measure the
a dierent gas, for whi h the

θ.

overage

For pro esses
an be di ult

amount of gas onto the

overage using AES. It is also possible to adsorb
overage is known given a

ompare the area under the desorption

ertain dose, and then

urve to the area under the

the system studied. The area under the desorption

urve in

urve is proportional to the

overage at the beginning of the experiment, and allows for su h a

omparison

if the starting temperature, heating rate and experimental setups are identi al.
For many gasses and surfa es the order of desorption is known in advan e,
but in some

ases the order

an be unknown.

First order desorption

be re ognised by simply looking at a set of desorption
initial

overages,

θ0 ,

an

urves with dierent

but se ond and higher order pro esses are more di ult

to separate. The desorption peaks in higher order pro esses will shift towards
lower temperatures with in reasing

θ0 .

One of the most interesting parameters is the desorption energy.
the method des ribed by Redhead [Red62℄, this
positions of a set of desorption

urves.

At the top of a desorption peak we

know that

d
dp
=0=
dT
dT



Using

an be found using the peak

n
v0 θ m

E

− R des
T

e

m



.
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Figure 7.1: Sket hes of TPD-spe tra with varying initial
order (n

= 1)

overages. For rst

all peaks are lo ated at the same temperature, but for

they shift down in temperature with in reasing

θ0 .

n≥2

Cal ulated from (7.2) using

an RK4 algorithm.

T
!

By dierentiating the right equality with respe t to

v0 e−
where

θm

and

Tm

Edes
RT

n−1
n θm

are the

dθ
dT

n
+ θm
T =Tm

Edes
2
R Tm

again we get

=0,

overage and temperature at the peak.

fa tors outside the parenthesis are never zero, so therefore the

The two

ontents of the

parenthesis must be.

n

dθ
dT

= −θm
T =Tm

Assuming a linear temperature ramp, we

Edes
2
R Tm
an substitute

dT = βdt.

Reqrit-

ing gives:

n dθ
β dt

= −θm
T =Tm

Edes
2
R Tm

E
Edes
n
n−1 − R des
v0 θ m
e Tm =
2
β
R Tm
2 θ n−1 n v R
Edes
Tm
0
m
= e R Tm
β
Edes
 2 n−1 


Tm θm
n v0 R
Edes
ln
+ ln
=
β
Edes
R Tm
 2 n−1 


Tm θm
Edes
Edes
ln
+ ln
=
β
R Tm
n v0 R

By plotting the peak positions of a number of desorption
and tting a straight line, the desorption energy

Edes = a R ,
where

a

is the slope of the tted line.

urves as

an be found as

−1 , ln T 2 θ n−1 β −1
Tm
m m
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It is ne essary to know
expression

θ

for

n ≥ 2,

but for rst order desorption the

an be redu ed to

ln



2
Tm
β

su h that knowledge of the



Edes
+ ln
=
RTm



Edes
v0 R



,

overage is no longer needed. This

an also be seen

in gure 7.1, where the peaks of rst order desorption do not move when the
initial

overage is

hanged.

7.2 Experimental setup
The TPD experiments performed for this proje t were done in a UHV system
with a base pressure of
and an analysis

∼ 10−10 mbar.

The system had a preparation

hamber, however the preparation

for TPD. The preparetion

hamber

hamber was also used

hamber was equipped with a sputtering gun, a

sample maniuplator with heating and

ooling elements, an e-beam evaporator

for metal deposition and a leak valve for dosing gas.
The preparation

hamber also had a

quadropole mass spe trometer

whi h

was used to measure the partial pressure of desorbed gasses during the experiments. The temperature was measured using a thermo ouple (K-type) on
the sample manipulator. Sin e the temeprature was measured on the manipulator and not the sample itself, there was a dieren e between the measured
temperature and the a tual sample temperature.
at a

An attempted was made

ounting for this by pla ing a se ond thermo ouple on a sample plate

on the manipulator, and measuring both temperatures during linear heating
ramps. The relationship between them was later used to

onvert the measured

temperature to the expe ted a tual sample temperature.
The experimental setup is shown in gure 7.2.

The sample is heated by

a resistive heating element (tungsten wire), whi h is powered by an external

Delta Elektronika 7020-D ). The power
Eurotherm 3508 ) temperature ontroller, whi h is

power supply (
a

mo ouple.

The Eurotherm

supply is

1

ontrolled the temperature using a PID

algorithm. The partial pressure of desorbed gasses in the
sured by a

Mi rovision Plus

hamber were mea-

Furthermore, the sample manipulator was equipped with a
ooled to less than

N2 gas was passed through a

nitrogen. The

ontrol

QMS.

whi h allowed for the sample to be
experiment.

ontrolled by

onne ted to the ther-

opper

ooled gas was then passed into the

ooling element,

150 K

prior to the

oil submerged in liquid
ooling element inside the

hamber.
Both the QMS and Eurotherm were

onne ted to a

omputer, whi h re orded

both data sets simultaneously. Data re ording was done using a purpose-built
1

Proportional-Integral-Derivative
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QMS

PC
Temp.
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Cooling element
Cooling

PSU

equipment
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Figure 7.2: Experimental setup for TPD. The sample temperature is measured
using a K-type thermo ouple and a Eurotherm 3508 instrument, whi h also
ontrols the power supply for the heating element.

The desorbed mole ules

are dete ted by a quadropole mass spe trometer. The

ooling element

an be

used before the experiments to lower the starting temperature and in rease
the temperature range for the experiment.

program made with the

LabVIEW

programming language. The program used

drivers from MKS Instruments, the manufa turer of the QMS.

Pro edure
Before ea h experiment the sample was

+

with Ne

ions and annealing to

500◦ C.

leaned by repeated

y les of sputtering

The Co overlayers were deposited from

an e-beam evaporator at room temperature. After deposition, the sample was
transferred to the analysis

hamber where the

overage was determined using

an STM. Afterwards the sample was moved ba k to the preparation
and CO was dosed. The dosage was varied between

1L

and

hamber

20L.

After dosage, the sample was removed from the manipulator and the heating lament was degassed for a short time to redu e the degassing peak at the
beginning of ea h experiment.

The sample was removed to prevent it from

re eiving heat during the degassing. The manipulator temperature rose only
by a few degrees during the degassing.
After degassing the sample was returned to the manipulator, and the TPD
was begun. The sample was heated at a rate of

1 Ks .

7.3 Results
All of the results in the following were obThe TPD experiments were
out using

obalt overlayers on three dierent substrates.

arried

The original fo us

of the proje t was to examine if the moire pattern seen in Co/Ag(111) would
have an ee t on adsorption of CO. Co/Cu(111) was studied as a referen e,
sin e no moire pattern is seen here.
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TPD of CO from Co/Cu(111)
The results from the experiments using Co/Cu(111) are shown in gures 7.3
and 7.4. Besides desorption of CO from the sample, there was also desorption
from the heating lement (rapid degassing when it was turned on) and from
the manipulator.
To get a measurement of the noise signal

oming from the manipulator, an

experiment was made where no gas was dosed onto the sample. The sample
was prepared as usual with sputtering, annealing and Co deposition (to ensure
than the amounts of Co on the manipulator were the same as usual).
sample was then moved to the adja ent analysis

∼ 10−11 mbar)

The

hamber (base pressure of

while the manipulator was dosed with 5L of CO. After the

pressure in the prearation

hamber had dropped, the sample was moved ba k

to the manipulator and the TPD was

arried out as usual. This experiment

still showed a desorption peak even though no gas was adsorbed onto the Co

PSfrag repla ements

QMS signal (arb. units.)

islands on the sample.

300

350

400
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Temperature (K)

Figure 7.3: Experimental data for TPD of CO from Co/Cu(111). In all experiments the CO was dosed at room temperature. The blue dotted line shows a
measurement of the desorption from the manipulator alone. All QMS signals
have been s aled relative to their

overage of Co.

Larsen and Chorkendor has also performed TPD of CO from Co/Cu(111)
with a mu h lower starting temperature [LC98℄, whi h also show a desorption
peak in the lo ation seen here.

In an attempt to repli ate their results, an

experiment was performed using the sample
en e data there are, for high Co

overages, a single peak around

desorption from the deposited Co. For lower
appears and is repla ed by two

ooling equipment. In the refer-

375K.

This is

overages the highest peak dis-

losely positioned peaks at

125K

and

∼ 160K,
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originating from CO desorption from the exposed
For

overages in the

25%

to

50%

A Co/Cu(111) sample was prepared with a Co
ooled to

−156◦ C (∼ 117K).

After

overage of

of

1s.

The resulting desorption

∼ 36%

by area and

ooling, 20L of CO was dosed to saturate

the adsorption sites. The sample was heated to
K

opper substrate.

overage region both features are visible.

urve

573K

at an approximate rate

an be seen in gure 7.4 (red broken

QMS signal (arb. units.)

line) on top of the original data from [LC98℄.

PSfrag repla ements
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Figure 7.4:

TPD of CO from Co/Cu(111).

The solid bla k lines are from

[LC98℄, and the broken red line shows an attempt at repli ating the results.
Auger intensities are written to the right of the bla k lines.

There are two main peaks, in addition to the large degassing peak at the
beginning of the experiment, in the measured data.
stre hes from

175K

to

300K,

and the se ond from

The rst signal peak

325K

to

450K.

The higher

of the two peaks is lo ated at the same temperature as the referen e, however
that is not the

ase for the lower peak. This experiment was begun at a higher

temperature than the referen e, whi h may be the

ause of the lower peak

being lo ated at a higher temperature.
The peaks measured here are very wide and unshapely, whereas the peaks
in the referen e data are mu h narrower and easier to dierentiate. Considering
that the pressure is measured in the entire

hamber, it is not unreasonable

to think that the same desorption pro ess has taken pla e both here and in
the experiments of Larsen et al., and that the desorption peaks have simply
been stret hed along the temperature axis due to slow pumping speeds at low
pressures.
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TPD of CO from Co/Ag(111) and Co/Au(111)
A few experiments were also

arried out using Ag(111) and Au(111) substrates.

With these substrates no desorption peaks were seen besides the one also found
in the noise referen e. These experiments were performed in the temperature
range from RT to

523K,

however some were

ontinued up to

673K

to look

for desorption peaks at higher temperatures. No desorption peaks were seen
using either substrate, indi ating that the bond energies for CO adsorption is

PSfrag repla ements

ases than in the Co/Cu(111) experiments.
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somewhat lower in these

300
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Figure 7.5: TPD spe tra of CO from Co/Ag(111) stru tures. Here the only
desorption peak seen is that of the manipulator.

The dotted blue line is a

referen e obtained by running a TPD experiment with no gas on the sample.

TPD experiments with starting temperatures below RT were not
out due to problems with the

arried

ooling equipment.

7.4 Dis ussion
The results shown above are not quite of the same quality as those found in
the litterature, whi h was the

ause for the

hange of subje t.

The peaks in the experiments shown here are very wide and are di ult
to analyse. In the experiments of other authors there is signi antly less noise
than here, and the degassing peaks from the laments are not seen.
The most prominent sour e of error is the pressure measurements.
QMS was simply mounted on the

The

hamber, and measured the partial pressure

desorbed from all parts of the setup in luding the sample plate the

rystal

was atta hed to, the lament and the sample manipulator. In more advan ed
setups the QMS is mounted inside a pipe with a narrow opening at the end.

DISCUSSION
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Figure 7.6: TPD of CO from Co/Au(111). As with Co/Ag(111), the only peak
seen in this temperature range is that of the manipulator.

The dotted blue

line is a referen e measurement of degassing from the manipulator without gas
adsorbed on the sample.

The QMS is then positioned dire tly above the sample with the opening of the
pipe very

lose to the sample surfa e.

This prevents desorbed gas from the

sample plate, the manipulator and the lament from being measured by the
QMS. Su h a setup

ould be even further improved by adding a separate ion

pump behind the QMS.
Another fa tor

ontributing to this problem is the temperature gradient

a ross the manipulator. The sample is heated by a resistive heating element,
but the temperature is not the same over the entire manipulator. The total
measured desorption spe trum therefore in ludes desorption from many sites
at many temperatures.
The sample temperature is measured using a thermo ouple atta hed to
the manipulator, not the sample itself.

Even though the thermo ouple was

removed from its original position and moved

loser to the sample, there is

still a temperature dieren e between the sample and the value measured.
This was attampted handled by using

alibration measurements.

Sin e the

Eurotherm works by adjusting the heating output as a fun tion of the measured temperature, it will

reate a linear heating ramp in the spot where the

thermo ouple is lo ated. This means that the a tual heating ramp at the surfa e is not entirely linear.
in the

30 − 250◦ C

ould not be

This problem was not signi ant for experiments

range, but for low starting temperatures the heating ramp

alled linear. In other UHV systems the temperature is measured

by pla ing a thermo ouple inside a hole in the

rystal.

Sin e the heating was done using a resistive heating element, the heating
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rate was limited to around

1 Ks .

ex eeded the maximum allowed

A hieving a higher heating rate would have
urrent for the lemant. An alternate method

of heating is to pla e a lament below the sample plate, and heat the sample
using an ele tron stream from the lament to the sample plate (this is also
how the e-beam evaporator works).
Last, but not least, it must be mentioned that the
have

ontributed to this problem. CO is a

hoi e of CO may also

ommonly used gas for this type

of experiment be ause it is well-studied and make a simple
measurements and

omponent for

omparisons, however it is also one of the most

ba kground gasses in UHV systems. Sin e a QMS

ommon

an be set to measure only

the pressure of mole ules with a single mass, using a dierent gas would have
eliminated mu h of the degassing signal from the lament, sin e this is mostly
CO.

Chapter 8
Con lusion
Attempt were made at performing TPD experiments from Co/Cu(111) stru tures, unfortunately they were not su

essful. Instead the main body of work

be ame the ARPES images re orded at ASTRID in Århus. These images gave
information on two features of the samples, the lo ations of the d-states in the
valen e band, and the surfa e states near the Fermi edge.
Studying the EDC

urves,

ontaining information on the stru ture of the

valen e bands, showed a few things of interest. In the d-band peaks of the Ag
4d state, the individual peaks are pla es further apart at low

overages than at

high. Furthermore, It was seen that the Co d-band peak did not shift noti ably
when the Co
was

overage was varied. This indi ates that the growth-mode of Co

onsistently pseudomorphi

during the experiments. Although the Co 3d-

band might begin to shift towards their bulk levels with high enough

overages,

this was not observed here. Sin e the goal of these experiments were to study
surfa e states, the

overages were kept fairly low.

The most interesting results from the ARPES experiments were the dereases in the binding energies of the Ag states in the Ag/Cu(111) and Ag/Co/Cu(111)
systems. The addition of small amounts of Co under the silver has a
fe t on the binding energies. For higher Co

overages (near

2 ML)

lear ef-

the binding

energy appears to have risen again a bit, whi h is explained by an inverted
stru tures s heme, in whi h the Co islands seen at low
repla ed by holes in a Co layer

overages have been

overing almost the entire surfa e.

The TPD results have been in in lusive, and require re-doing using an
improved setup.

Suggestions for an improved setup in lude using a snout

to limit the ges entering the mass spe trometer to mole ules desorbed from
the sample surfa e. More a

urate temperature measurements would also be

preferrable.
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